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Growth of  Social Media Accounts at the Smithsonian Institution































 More than 8 billion web pages
 Social media use jumped 356% in U.S. since 
2006
 100,000 tweets sent every minute
 48 hours of  video uploaded to YouTube every 
minute
 152 million blogs on the web
Source: http://thesocialskinny.com/216-social-media-and-internet-statistics-september-2012/
Put registry back in
Past Web Archiving Procedures
• Files transferred 
from central IT
• Files transferred 
by webmaster
• HTTrack web 
crawler
• Scripts used to 
create XHTML 
preservation files     





 Appraise each social media account separately
 Accounts are used differently, even in the same 
application
 Appraise often
 Accounts may be used differently over time
 Some accounts include significant original content, others 
are primarily a vehicle for sharing links





 Some forbid 
crawling of  sites

How to Save
 Crawling is not always effective 
 Had worked in-house with some Twitter accounts in November 
2011 and then Twitter made changes
 Some providers have their own export tool
 Usually need account password
 May be proprietary
 May not export everything
 Third-party export tools exist for some account types
 Often export as spreadsheet or XML
 Service could easily disappear
 Screenshots are laborious but may serve as a last resort
 Can document “look and feel”
Archiving tools
 Facebook do it yourself  within personal account
 ArchiveFacebook (Firefox plugin)
 HootSuite/TwapperKeeper
 The Archivist, SnapBird, ThinkUp, SocialBro









Archive-It Crawl of  Twitter
WARC
WARC – Web ARChive file format
 International standard – ISO 28500:2009
 Extension of  the ARC format in use since 1996
 Container format 
Inside a WARC file









Other Things to Consider
 Mobile websites - Some you can crawl
 Apps – TourML/screenshots


Do Something
